The
INTRODUCTION
Modern genomics of prokaryotes (and, generally, cellular life forms) is a rare scientific field whose birth date can be pinpointed precisely. It is natural to associate the advent of the modern era in genomics with the appearance of the first complete genome, namely, the genome of the pathogenic bacterium Haemophilus influenzae (1).
Very shortly, thereafter, the second bacterial genome, that of Mycoplasma genitalium, was sequenced (2) , and modern comparative genomics was born. A considerable amount of sequences from diverse organisms was available prior to these reports, but the first fully sequenced bacterial genome forever changed the state of the art in genome analysis. The availability of complete genomes (i.e. with nearly all the genetic material from the given organism sequenced as opposed to, say, 90%, so that all genes are available for analysis) is crucial to the entire enterprise of comparative genomics for at least two related but distinct, fundamental reasons: (i) some caveats notwithstanding (see below), the availability of complete genome sequences (or, more precisely, full complements of genes) provides for the possibility to identify sets of orthologs, i.e. genes that evolved from the same ancestral gene in the common ancestor of the compared genomes, (ii) comparison of complete genomes (gene sets) is the necessary condition to determine not only which genes are present in any particular genome but also which ones are absent (3, 4) . The ability to delineate sets of orthologs and to pinpoint missing genes is indispensable for genome-based reconstruction of an organism's metabolism and other functional systems and for reconstructions of genome evolution.
After the initial, relatively slow accumulation of bacterial and archaeal genome sequences, the rate of prokaryotic genome sequencing and public release has picked up rapidly, owing to improvements in sequencing technologies per se, and development of efficient pipelines for genome assembly and annotation ( Figure 1 ). After the initial period of irregular growth, the accumulation of sequenced genomes of bacteria and archaea showed a remarkably good fit to exponential functions, with a doubling time of 20 months for bacteria and 34 months for archaea ( Figure 1 ). Extrapolation suggests that the symbolic line of 1000 sequenced genomes will be crossed in March 2009, for bacteria and in April 2011, for archaea. As of this writing (10 June 2008) , sequencing of the genome of any cultivable prokaryotes is considered routine, and 659 genomes of bacteria and 52 genomes of archaea have been completely sequenced (5) . Moreover, inevitable biases (especially, toward medically important bacteria) in sequencing notwithstanding, these genomes are representative of the majority of recognized bacterial and archaeal phyla (Table 1) . A common concern with regard to the representation of the actual prokaryotic diversity on earth in the collection of sequenced genomes is that only a small fraction of bacteria (0.1%) currently can be cultivated in the laboratory (6, 7) . Genome sequencing of uncultivated organisms remains a major feat and so far has been successfully accomplished on very few occasions. However, recent metagenomic surveys, including very large-scale studies reported by the J. Craig Venter Institute, did not reveal abundant bacteria beyond the already known phyla and have shown that only 10% of the sequences in the metagenomes have no detectable homologs (8) (9) (10) . The possibility, certainly, remains that major new and, perhaps, unusual groups of archaea and bacteria dwell in complex and unusual habitats. Nevertheless, it appears likely that the current collections of archaeal and bacterial genomes provide a reasonable approximation of the diversity of prokaryotic life forms on earth. This being the case, the time seems ripe to critically examine the results of bacterial and archaeal genomics.
This survey is an attempt to identify general patterns of genome organization, function and evolution that can be gleaned from the results of comparative genomics. This is a vast subject, so it is unrealistic to cover all its aspects in any depth in a relatively short article. Moreover, comparative genomics naturally feeds into the study of fundamental issues of evolution that require separate discussion. We deliberately chose a rather perfunctory style of presentation in an attempt to at least mention as many salient aspects of bacterial and archaeal genomics as possible.
SIZE AND OVERALL ORGANIZATION OF BACTERIAL AND ARCHAEAL GENOMES
Despite the tremendous variety of life styles, as well as metabolic and genomic complexity, bacterial and archaeal genomes show easily discernible, common architectural principles. The sequenced bacterial genomes span two orders of magnitude in size, from 180 kb in the intracellular symbiont Carsonella rudii (11) to 13 Mb in the soil bacterium Sorangium cellulosum (12) . Remarkably, bacteria show a clear-cut bimodal distribution of genome sizes, with the highest peak at 2 Mb and the second, smaller one at 5 Mb ( Figure 2 ). Although there are many genomes of intermediate size, this distribution suggests the existence of two, more or less distinct classes of bacteria, those with 'small' and those with 'large' genomes [(13) ; the potential evolutionary forces that produced this distribution are addressed towards the end of this article]. The possibility remains that the bimodality of the bacterial genome size distribution is due to the bias of the genome sequencing efforts toward smaller genomes (such as those of symbionts and parasites) but with the growth of the genome collection, this explanation is becoming increasingly less plausible. Archaea are less diverse in genome size, from 0.5 Mb in the parasite Nanoarchaeum equitans (14) to 5.5 Mb in Methanosarcina barkeri (15) and show a sharp peak at 2 Mb that almost precisely coincides with the position of the highest bacterial peak, and a heavy tail corresponding to larger genomes ( Figure 2 ). As the representation of archaeal genomes in the current databases is much less complete than the representation of bacterial genomes, it remains to be seen whether the genome size distributions in archaea and bacteria are genuinely different or the differences only reflect sequencing biases (that is, a second peak might appear in the archaeal distribution once additional, larger genomes of mesophilic archaea are sequenced). All very small (<1 Mb) genomes of bacteria and archaea belong to parasites and intracellular symbionts of eukaryotes and the only discovered archaeal parasite N. equitans that parasitizes on another archaeon, Ignicoccus hospitalis (14, 16 ). It appears that the minimal size of a free-living prokaryote is slightly >1 Mb, with the current record belonging to the abundant marine a-proteobacterium Pelagibacter ubique (SAR11), at 1.3 Mb (17) . Notably, with the progress in genomics, it has become clear that there is no gulf in genome sizes between bacteria and archaea, viruses and eukaryotes. Indeed, the mimivirus has a genome that exceeds 1 Mb (18) and so is larger than the genomes of numerous, mostly, parasitic bacteria (and the archaeon N. equitans) and, nearly, the same size as the smallest genomes of free-living archaea and bacteria (19) ; such giant viruses appear to be abundant in marine habitats (20) . On the other side of the genome size distribution, the smallest eukaryotic genomes, such as that of the microsporidian Encephalitozoon cuniculi (21) , are substantially smaller than numerous archaeal and bacterial genomes.
Both bacterial and archaeal genomes show unimodal and relatively narrow distributions of protein-coding gene densities, with the great majority encompassing between 0.8 and 1.2 genes per kilobase of genomic DNA ( Figure 3) . Notably, the archaeal distribution is significantly shifted toward higher densities compared to the bacterial distribution indicating that, on average, archaeal genomes are more compact than bacterial ones ( Figure 3) . Apparently, this substantial difference in gene density is a cumulative effect of small differences in characteristic protein lengths ( Figure 4a ) and intergenic region lengths ( Figure 4b ) both of which are slightly shorter in archaea than they are in bacteria.
In accord with the general notion of genomic compactness, bacteria and archaea typically have intergenic distances that are much shorter than the characteristic lengths of the genes themselves (compare Figure 4a and b). The distributions of the lengths of intergenic regions for both archaea and bacteria (Figure 4b ) are bimodal, with the first peak, at 0 bp, corresponding to the densely organized genome segments, primarily, within operons (see below), and the second peak, at 100 bp, corresponding to interoperonic regions. The tail of much longer intergenic regions (1000 bp and greater) encompasses specialized noncoding genomic segments, such as CRISPR repeats (22) and pseudogenes in certain intracellular parasitic bacteria, such as Mycobacterium leprae or Rickettsia, that appear to be in the process of extensive genome degradation via pseudogenization (22) . The overwhelming majority of bacterial and archaeal proteins are encoded in uninterrupted open reading frames (ORFs), with the exceptions for a few archaeal genes that are interrupted by microintrons (23) and several split genes in archaea and bacteria that, apparently, evolved as a result of intein action (24) . Furthermore, although short overlaps (a few base pairs in length) between protein-coding genes are common, there are no documented long overlaps (25) .
In terms of the characteristic genome sizes and overall genome organization, bacteria do not qualitatively differ from archaea (although, as indicated above, the currently characterized archaea typically have smaller and more compact genomes), whereas both are sharply distinct from eukaryotes that span a much larger range of genome sizes, possess protein-coding genes that are, typically, interrupted by introns, and have longer intergenic regions. These features support the notion of a 'prokaryotic principle of genome organization' (see more below). An important practical implication of this principle is that gene prediction in sequenced archaeal and bacterial genomes is a relatively straightforward task. Considering the unity of genome organization in archaea and bacteria, in the rest of this article, we shall speak alternately of 'archaea and bacteria' or of 'prokaryotes' despite the recent objections to the use of the latter term (26); we briefly return to the legitimacy of the notion of prokaryotes toward the end of the article.
THE PROKARYOTIC GENE AND GENOME SPACES
Clusters of orthologs and classification of genes by phyletic patterns: the three classes of prokaryotic genes One of the early and crucial generalizations of comparative genomics of prokaryotes is the readily recognizable evolutionary conservation of protein sequences encoded in the majority of the genes in each sequenced genome (27) . More specifically, for a substantial majority of the genes, there are confidently identifiable orthologs in other, relatively distant bacteria and/or archaea. Orthologs are traditionally defined as genes that descend from the same ancestral gene in the common ancestor of the compared species (28) . Of course, this crucial concept of evolutionary biology was originally defined in the context of evolutionary analysis of animal or plant species where the notion of the common ancestral species is unambiguous (29, 30) . This is not the case in bacteria and archaea where horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is pervasive, and as the result, at least, in distant organisms, genes often have different histories (see below). Nevertheless, empirically, using the simple notion of a bidirectional best hit (BBH), it has been shown (shortly after the first complete genome sequences became available) that, for the majority of genes in any sequenced bacterial or archaeal genome, apparent counterparts (defined as orthologs, in a generalization of the original definition) were readily identifiable in other genomes (31, 32) . These findings stimulated the development of the notion of clusters of orthologous genes (COGs) and methods for their identification (33, 34) . Identification of COGs is a nontrivial task owing to evolutionary processes that confound orthologous relationships between genes, in particular, lineagespecific expansion of paralogous gene families that is common in archaea and bacteria (35) , even if not nearly as prominent as it is in eukaryotes, and leads to coorthologous relationship between multiple paralogous genes in the compared genomes (28) . Accordingly, the definition of a BBH needs to be generalized to include many-to-many (and many-to-one) relationships between genes [hence the original, rather awkward explication of COGs as Cluster of Orthologous Groups (33) ]. Additional complications in the identification of orthologs stem from changes in domain architectures of proteins and differential loss of paralogous genes. Following the original COG study, a variety of increasingly sophisticated methods for identification of clusters of orthologs have been developed, some turning to explicit, genome-wide phylogenetic analysis (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . The latest and most comprehensive advancement in this direction is the EggNog project that relied on the COG collection as the nucleus of a new database of orthologous gene clusters including 312 bacterial and 26 archaeal genomes (41) .
The coverage of selected archaeal and bacterial genomes in the EggNOG database is shown in Figure 5 . With the notable exception of some bacteria with the largest genomes, such as Pirellula sp. and some archaea that belong to distinct, apparently, fast-evolving lineages, such as N. equitans, in most of the sequenced genomes, 80% of the genes (or more, in cases when closely related genomes are available) belong to clusters of orthologs. Thus, the great majority of proteins encoded in each sequenced archaeal or bacterial genome show, at least, some degree of evolutionary conservation within the explored portion of the prokaryotic gene space. However, the distribution of the clusters by the number of included organisms immediately reveals the flip side of the coin: the great majority of the clusters include only a few organisms (Figure 6a) . A more detailed examination of this distribution reveals distinct structure in the prokaryotic sequence space. The distribution is, essentially, an exponential decay curve, with a rise at the left end that corresponds to the universal or nearly universal clusters. Assuming that the distribution is described by an exponent(s), the best approximation is obtained with a sum of three exponential functions (Figure 6b ). The first exponent represents the conserved (universal or nearly universal) gene core (70 clusters), the second exponent describes the 'shell' of moderately common genes (5700 clusters), and the third exponent corresponds to the 'cloud' (24 000 clusters) that consists of genes shared by a small number of organisms. The possibility exists that the size of the cloud is somewhat inflated, i.e. some of the small clusters actually include highly diverged orthologous genes and have to be merged. However, the same overall shape of the distribution has been seen in independent studies, e.g. the recent analysis of archaeal COGs (42) , suggesting that it reflects the actual structure of the prokaryotic gene space that consists of: (i) a miniscule fraction of highly conserved genes, (ii) a much (two orders of magnitude) larger set of moderately conserved genes, (iii) an even greater number of narrowly distributed genes.
This diversity of phyletic (phylogenetic) patterns (a term often used to describe the distribution of genes across organisms) reflects major trends in prokaryotic evolution, namely, extensive horizontal transfer of genes, pervasive gene loss and functional plasticity of many cellular systems (see below).
In the current databases, there is also a large number of archaeal and bacterial genes that encode protein sequences without detectable similarity to any other available protein sequences; accordingly, these genes are often denoted ORFans (43, 44) . Typically, ORFans comprise 10-15% of the predicted genes in archaeal and bacterial genomes, depending on the availability of closely related genomes ( Figure 7) . The ORFans have also received the less Figure 5 . Coverage of bacterial and archaeal genomes with cluster of orthologous genes. The COGs were from the EggNOG database (41) , and the proteins from each genome were assigned to these clusters using a modified COGNITOR method (42). flattering name ELFs, Evil Little Fellows, and it has been argued that many of them are false predictions rather than actual protein-coding genes (45) . Furthermore, it has been proposed that the majority of those ORFans that are real genes were derived from bacteriophages and, accordingly, are characterized by high horizontal mobility although, occasionally, they can be recruited for a cellular function and, accordingly, fixed in a bacterial or archaeal lineage (46) . Recent estimates from metagenomic surveys of bacteriophages suggest that the diversity of phage sequences is vast and remains, largely, unexplored (47) . Therefore, it does seem plausible that a major fraction of bacterial and archaeal ORFans derives from the still poorly explored but, certainly, vast bacteriophage gene pool. Obviously, it is impossible to rule out and, indeed, is most likely that a fraction of the ORFans have orthologs in multiple prokaryotic genomes that avoid detection because of their rapid evolution, a possibility that is not incompatible with the origin of most ORFans in the phage gene pool. When elements of the gene space are represented as clusters of orthologs, it appears that ORFans can be reasonably merged into the 'cloud' of poorly represented, rare genes. This compounded 'cloud' obviously dominates the gene space when each cluster of orthologous genes is taken as a point. This is, however, not the case when individual genomes are considered: in each genome, the majority of the genes belong to the moderately conserved 'shell' (Figure 7 ). Of course, there is no paradox involved because, although the fraction of 'cloud' genes and ORFans in each genome is relatively small, they are, by definition (nearly) unique and, combined, account for the great majority of points in the gene space.
Detailed extrapolation of the expansion of the gene space with further bacterial and archaeal genome sequencing and a reliable estimate of the actual size of this space are hard to obtain, and such analysis is beyond the scope of the present article. Nevertheless, considering the vast diversity of bacteriophages revealed in metagenomic analyses, it appears most likely that the number of elements of the prokaryotic gene space will increase by orders of magnitude, and almost entirely, through expansion of the 'cloud'.
Clustering of prokaryotes in the genome space and genome trees So far, we did not directly visualize the prokaryotic gene space other than in the highly abstracted form of distributions shown in Figure 6 . It is easy to conceive of a more compact genome space that is conducive to simple visualization. To this end, the gene set of each organism can be conveniently represented as a vector of absence-presence in clusters of orthologs (COGs): 1 for each instance of presence of a member from the given genome in a COG, and 0 for each instance of absence. It is easy to see that these COG-genome vectors are orthogonal to phyletic patterns of COGs, i.e. phyletic patterns comprise the columns and the genome-COG vectors comprise the rows of the complete genome-COG correspondence table a fragment of which is shown in Figure 8 . At this time, the number of COGs exceeds the number of genomes by, roughly, an order of magnitude, so the genome-COG vectors can be more readily compared and clustered using a variety of classification methods. We chose the self-organizing map (SOM) (48) approach to map these orthology vectors in the genome space. The SOMs are a useful and popular method to visualize a low (typically, two)-dimensional representation of high-dimensional data. Essentially, a SOM is a 'semantic' map where similar samples are adjacent, whereas dissimilar ones are disjointed. The SOM reveals clean separation between archaea and bacteria, and compact clustering of related genomes representing most of the major prokaryotic divisions ( Figure 9 ). This coherence was seen not only for long recognized, firmly established groups, but also for relatively nontrivial ones such as, for instance, the ThermusDeinococcus group. However, several larger groups were split into two or more disjointed areas, e.g. g-proteobacteria, apparently, due to the diversity of life styles leading to dissimilar gene complements, e.g. as a result of extensive gene loss in intracellular symbionts.
The genome-COG vectors also can be analyzed using standard phylogenetic methods and have been employed to generate 'genome-trees', i.e. trees that reflect the relationships between gene contents of archaea and bacteria (49) . Similarly, to the message derived from the SOMs, the genome-trees seem to reveal a mixture of evolutionary and 'biological' signals, i.e. some of the clades reflect common aspects of the life style of the respective organisms, such as extensive gene loss in parasites (50) .
THE FUNCTIONAL SPACE OF ARCHAEA AND BACTERIA
Experimental elucidation of gene functions lags far behind genome sequencing, and this gulf is unlikely to be crossed any time soon. Therefore, the central finding of comparative genomics, that the great majority of bacterial and archaeal genes belong to clusters of orthologs, is also critical for the success of functional annotation. The routine process of assignment of functions to genes in a sequenced genome involves comparison to other genomes, inclusion of genes from the new genome into preexisting clusters of orthologs and transfer of functional annotation from experimentally characterized genes to uncharacterized ones, usually, via a combination of automatic and manual procedures (51) (52) (53) (54) . Compiling information from multiple organisms progressively helps increasing annotation coverage. Additional functional information can be obtained through genome-context analysis approaches that are, also, steeped in genome comparison and rely on conservation of arrays of functionally linked genes (55,56) (see below). Certainly, functional annotations of genomes requires extreme caution as transfer of (sometimes, incomplete or inaccurate) functional information between orthologs (not always correctly identified) from distant genomes is quite error-prone (57, 58) . Functional annotation by means of comparative genomics is covered in detail in many reviews and benchmarking studies (59) (60) (61) , and it is not our intention to discuss this subject in detail here. Typically, at this stage, in the evolution of prokaryotic genomics, annotation of a newly sequenced archaeal or bacterial genome goes far enough to assign 60-70% of the protein-coding genes to one of specifically defined functional categories, and another 10-15% of the genes receive a general functional prediction (typically, of biochemical activity but not biological function proper) ( Figure 10 ). In small genomes, particularly, those of parasites, the genes that encode components of information processing systems (translation, transcription and replication) comprise a major fraction; in contrast, in larger genomes, their contribution is much smaller, whereas genes encoding metabolic and signal transduction proteins and those with other, diverse functions are prevalent ( Figure 10 and see below).
Today's genome annotation usually is sufficiently complete to produce the iconic illustration of numerous genomic papers, a schematic of a prokaryotic cell, with the principal metabolic pathways (and, in some cases, information processing functions as well) depicted inside and transport systems decorating the membrane [an image that, to our knowledge, was first used to depict the reconstructed biology of the spirochaete Borrelia burgdorferi (62)]. However, comparison of these in silico reconstructed cells shows, first, that they almost always contain white spots and missing links in the metabolic and transport map, and second, that the metabolic pathways and transport systems within these virtual cells are far from being the same in all bacteria or archaea (let alone across the two domains). On the contrary, remarkable biochemical diversity is a hallmark of bacterial and archaeal biology. The existence, even if not the full extent of biochemical diversity has been recognized in the pregenomic era within the confines of traditional microbiology. What has become clear with the advent of comparative genomics, is the wide spread of nonorthologous gene displacement, i.e. recruitment of unrelated genes (or distantly related, nonorthologous genes) for the same function (63) . Nonorthologous displacement affects all functional classes of genes, with striking examples seen even among the most fundamental functions, such as DNA replication, where the principal replicative enzymes are nonhomologous in archaea and bacteria (64, 65) . In general, however, functional diversity and nonorthologous displacement are much more prominent among proteins involved in operational (as opposed to informational) functions such as metabolism, transport and signal transduction (54, 66) , which is reflected in the major differences in the distributions of the number of organisms in the respective clusters of orthologs ( Figure 11 ). Due to nonorthologous displacement, the functional space of archaea and bacteria is not isomorphous (i.e. does not allow a oneto-one mapping) to the gene space because numerous functions correspond to more than one cluster of orthologous genes.
To compare the mapping of the functional space to that of the genomic space, we applied the same SOM technology to genome-function vectors, where each COG present in a particular genome is denoted by the corresponding functional category. The resulting map ( Figure 12 ) is qualitatively different from the genomic-space map ( Figure 9 ): archaea are, again, clearly distinct from bacteria, but the majority of bacterial phyla form multiple clusters, a pattern that seems to reflect the diversity of the functional repertoires even among rather closely related bacteria, especially, in cases of genomic degradation in parasites and symbionts.
PRINCIPLES OF PROKARYOTIC GENOME ARCHITECTURE AND ITS EVOLUTION
Almost immediately after the release of the first complete genome sequences, it became apparent that the gene order in bacterial and archaeal genomes is relatively poorly conserved (4,67-69), dramatically less so than genes themselves (see above). To analyze conservation of gene orders, one needs to obtain a robust set of orthologous genes between the compared genomes. Once such a set of orthologous genes is defined, it becomes straightforward to assess the gene order conservation by means of a dotplot (one of the earliest representations of nucleotide and protein sequence similarity) where each point corresponds to a pair of orthologs. Examination of these plots reveals rapid divergence of gene order in prokaryotes ( Figure 13 ) so that, even between closely related organisms, the chromosomal colinearity is broken at several points (Figure 13a ), moderately diverged organisms show only a few extended collinear regions (Figure 13b and c), whereas for any pair of relatively distant organisms, the plot looks like the map of the night sky ( Figure 13d ). Disruption of synteny during evolution of bacterial and archaeal genomes typically shows a clear and striking pattern, with an X-shape seen in the dot-plots (Figure 11b and c). It has been proposed that the X-pattern is generated by symmetric chromosomal inversions around the origin of replication (70) . The underlying cause of these inversions could be the high frequency of recombination in replication forks that, in the circular chromosomes of bacteria and archaea, are normally located on both sides of and at the same distance from the origin site (71) .
Most prokaryotic genomes contain a single, bidirectional replication origin site, and this origin is a special point in the genome that defines the global genome architecture (72) . By definition, a bidirectional origin is the switch point between the leading and lagging strand that in bacteria and archaea are replicated in different modes, continuous and discontinuous, respectively. In most prokaryotes, the leading and lagging strands show substantial asymmetries in nucleotide composition, gene orientation and gene content (73) . A diagnostic distinction between the leading and lagging strands is the difference in GC-and AT-skews, i.e. excess of purines or pyrimidines (violation of Chargaff's second parity rule). The underlying causes of the GC/AT-skews are thought to reflect an interplay of selective and mutational forces, i.e. selection against secondary structure formation in the leading strand and differential increase of different types of mutations in single-stranded DNA (74, 75) . The GC/AT-skew patterns in the leading and lagging strands of bacterial and archaeal chromosomes are consistent and significant enough to (usually) allow an accurate prediction of the origin position in an uncharacterized prokaryotic genome (76, 77) . The leading and lagging strands also show asymmetric (to a widely varying degree in different genomes) distributions of genes, with a greater density of genes found on the leading strand. Moreover, a substantial majority of these genes, especially, highly expressed and/or essential ones, e.g. those coding for ribosomal RNAs and proteins, are cooriented with replication (78) (79) (80) (81) . Usually, the patterns of gene distribution are explained by different versions of the polymerase collision model that postulates selection for minimizing head-on collision between the replicating DNA polymerase and the transcribing RNA polymerase that are both more likely and more damaging than codirectional collisions (73, 78, 79) . The exact mechanisms that affect the overall layout of bacterial chromosomes require much further analysis and cannot be discussed here in detail but the general conclusion seems clear that the mechanisms and rate of chromosomal replication are important factors that determine the genome architecture.
One of the earliest and central concepts of bacterial genetics is the operon, a group of cotranscribed and coregulated genes (82) . Although enormous amount of variation on the simple theme of regulation by the Lac repressor developed by Jacob and Monod (83) has been discovered in the years since, the operon has stood the test of comparative genomics as the principle of organization of bacterial and archaeal genomes (84) . Operons, particularly, those that encode physically interacting proteins, are much stronger conserved during evolution of bacterial and archaeal genomes than large-scale synteny. Comparative analysis of gene order in bacteria and archaea reveals relatively few operons that are shared by a broad range of organisms. As noticed early on, these highly conserved operons typically encode physically interacting proteins (68), a trend that is readily interpretable in terms of selection against the deleterious effects of imbalance between protein complex subunits (85) . The most striking illustration of this trend is the ribosomal superoperon that includes over 50 genes of ribosomal proteins that are found in different combinations and arrangements in all sequenced archaeal and bacterial genomes (86, 87) . Analysis of the ribosomal superoperon and other, smaller groups of partially conserved operons led to the notion of an u¨beroperon (88) or a conserved gene neighborhood (89) , an array of overlapping, partially conserved genes strings (known or predicted operons). In addition to the ribosomal superoperon, striking examples of conserved neighborhoods are the group of predicted overlapping operons that encode subunits of the archaeal exosomal complex (90) and the Cas genes that comprise an antivirus defense system (see also below) (89, 91, 92) . Analysis of such large, partially conserved neighborhoods has high predictive value and can lead to the identification of novel functional systems, as in the latter two cases. The majority of genes in the u¨beroperons encode proteins involved in the same process and/or complex but highly conserved arrangements including genes with seemingly unrelated functions exist as well, e.g. the common occurrence of the enolase gene in ribosomal neighborhoods or genes for proteasome subunits in the archaeal exosome neighborhood. The presence of these seemingly unrelated genes can be explained either by 'gene sharing', i.e. multiple functionalities of the respective proteins, or by 'genomic hitchhiking', a case when an operon combines genes without specific functional links but with similar requirements for expression (89) .
The majority of operons do not belong to complex, interconnected neighborhood but instead are simple strings of two to four genes, with variations in their arrangement (69, 86, 89, 93) . Identical or similar, in terms of gene organization, operons are often found in highly diverse organisms and in different functional systems. A case in point is numerous metabolite transport operons that consist of similarly arranged genes encoding the transmebrane permease, ATPase and periplasmic subunits of the so-called ABC transporters (94) . The persistence of such common operons in diverse bacteria and archaea has been interpreted within the framework of the selfish operon concept, the notion that operons are maintained not so much because of the functional importance of coregulation of the constituent genes but due to the selfish character of these compact genetic units that are prone to horizontal spread among prokaryotes (95-97) (we will return to this concept in the discussion of horizontal gene transfer subsequently).
A systematic comparison of the arrangements of orthologous genes in archaeal and bacterial genomes revealed a relatively small fraction of conserved (predicted) operons and a much greater abundance of unique directons, i.e. strings of genes transcribed in the same direction and separated by short intergenic sequences (83, 86) . In benchmark studies, directons have been shown to be surprisingly accurate predictors of operons (98) . Thus, the organization of archaeal and bacterial genomes seem to be governed by the operonic principle, with a small number of highly conserved operons and a much larger number of unique or rare ones. In this respect, the pattern of operon conservation is reminiscent of the distribution of clusters of orthologs that includes a small, highly conserved core, a larger, moderately conserved 'shell', and an expansive 'cloud' of (nearly) unique genes ( Figure 6 ).
The degree of genome 'operonization' widely differs among bacteria and archaea; some genomes, e.g. that of the hyperthermophilic bacterium Thermotoga maritima, are almost fully covered by (predicted) operons, whereas others, such as those of most Cyanobacteria, seem to contain few operons (86, 99) . What determines the extent of operonization in an organism remains unclear, although it stands to reason that this degree depends on the balance between intensity of recombination, the horizontal gene flux and selective forces that oppose disruption of operons.
PRINCIPLES OF REGULATION AND SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION IN BACTERIA AND ARCHAEA: AN OVERHAUL IN THE ERA OF COMPARATIVE GENOMICS
Bacteria and archaea possess distinct, elegantly structured systems of gene-expression regulation, and comparative genomics has dramatically changed the existing views of their organizational principles, distribution in nature and evolution. The operon concept of Jacob and Monod (82) , which was introduced above as the organizing principle of the local architecture of bacterial and archaeal genome, is also the paradigm of gene expression regulation and signal transduction in these organisms (84) . Under the JacobMonod model, the regulator (the lac-repressor in their classic study) is a sensor of extracellular or intracellular cues (in this case, the concentration of lactose) that affect the regulator protein conformation and, indirectly, the expression state of the operon (in the case of the lacoperon, the repressor binds lactose, dissociates from the operator and allows transcription). Over the 47 years that elapsed since Jacob-Monod's breakthrough, numerous variations on this subject have been discovered, including regulators that symmetrically affect transcription of adjacent divergent genes, and global regulators that regulate numerous, dispersed genes and operons, as opposed to specific regulation of a single operon under the JacobMonod model (100-102). The most prominent global regulators are the catabolite repressor protein (CRP) (103, 104) and the stress response (SOS) regulator LexA (105) . Considering the discovery of these and other global regulators, the operon concept was amended with the notion of a regulon, a set of genes that share the same cis regulatory signal (operator) and are regulated by the same regulator protein (106, 107) . Comparative genomic analysis of regulons has revealed their extreme evolutionary plasticity, with substantial differences found between regulons seen even among closely related organisms (108) (109) (110) . A global transcription regulator, such as LexA, can be widespread and highly conserved in diverse bacteria but the gene composition of the LexA regulon is highly variable. The plasticity of regulons parallels the variability of genome architectures (see above) in support of the notion that regulation of gene expression and genome architecture are tightly linked in the evolution of archaea and bacteria.
In a striking contrast to the variability and plasticity of regulons, there is a remarkable unity in the architecture and structure of bacterial and archaeal transcription regulators (111) (112) (113) . Typically, these regulators consist of a small molecule-binding sensor domain and a DNA-binding domain. The overwhelming majority of the DNAbinding domains are variations on the same structural theme, helix-turn-helix (113) . Less common DNAbinding domains include ribbon-helix-helix and Zn-ribbon (111).
A more complex scheme of signal transduction and expression regulation that is dedicated to sensing extracellular cues is embodied in the two-component systems. Two-component systems consist of a membrane histidine kinase and a soluble response regulator between which the signal is transmitted via a phosphotransfer relay (114) (115) (116) . Notably, the classical transcriptional regulators and histidine kinases share many of the same sensor (input) domain, a kinship that prompts one to consider the transcriptional regulators (one-component systems) and the two-component systems within the same, integrated framework of signal transduction and expression regulation. The one-component systems that are nearly ubiquitous and, typically, numerically dominant in bacteria and archaea are thought to be the ancestral signal transduction devices, whereas the two-component systems are likely to be a derivative, more elaborate form of signal transduction that evolved as an adaptation for environmental signaling (117) .
Comparative genomics of bacteria and archaea was instrumental in the discovery of novel, previously unsuspected but, actually, common forms of signal transduction. It has been known for years that a common form of global regulation in bacteria is mediated by cAMP, with the participation of diverse adenylate cyclases (a striking case of nonorthologous gene displacement), numerous proteins containing cAMP sensors, such as the GAF domain, and the CRP, FNR and other transcription regulators also containing cAMP-binding domains (118, 119) . Comparative genomic analyses revealed numerous uncharacterized proteins that contain many of the same sensor domains that are characteristic of cAMP-dependent regulators and two-component systems combined with one or two novel domains, GGDEF and EAL, so denoted after their conserved amino acid signatures (120) . The genomic context of these domains and the demonstration that the GGDEF domain is a distant homolog of one of the classes of adenylate cyclases (121) has led to the hypothesis that these proteins were components of a novel signal transduction system(s). Subsequently, this system has been, indeed, discovered through the demonstration that the GGDEG domain possessed the activity of a di-GMP cyclase, whereas EAL is a cyclic di-GMP phosphodiesterase (122) . The c-di-GMPdependent signal transduction, the existence of which was not even suspected in the pregenomic era, is emerging as a major regulatory system in bacteria and archaea.
Similarly, comparative genomic analysis has convincingly shown that serine-threonine protein kinases and the corresponding phosphatases, previously conceived as staples of eukaryotic organisms, are common and diverse among archaea and bacteria (123) , and appear to be another major component of the increasingly complex prokaryotic signal transduction network (124) (125) (126) .
Analysis of some of the larger bacterial genomes unexpectedly revealed the presence of homologs of some of the proteins previously thought to be limited in their spread to eukaryotes and involved in such quintessentially eukaryotic signal transduction networks as programmed cell death (PCD). These proteins include proteases of the caspase superfamily, AP-ATPase family ATPases, and NACHT family GTPases, all of which are involved in various forms of plant and animal PCD (127, 128) . Typically, these proteins possess complex multidomain, modular architecture, with diverse domains mediating protein-protein interactions appended to the respective catalytic domains. These predicted signaling molecules are most common in bacteria with complex developmental phases, such as cyanobacteria, actinobacteria and myxobacteria, and are present also in Methanosarcinales, so far the only group of archaea with relatively large genomes and complex morphology. A detailed investigation of the functions of these proteins remains to be performed but there are preliminary indications that, at least, in some bacteria, they might be involved in PCD (129) . These findings indicate that at least some of the complex signaling networks of eukaryotes have their counterparts and putative evolutionary predecessors in bacteria. Further discussion of the implications of these findings for the evolution of eukaryotes is beyond the scope of this article but the salient point is that comparative genomics reveals the existence of previously unsuspected and unexpectedly complex signaling systems in bacteria and archaea.
The organisms with the smallest genomes, i.e. parasitic and symbiotic bacteria and the only known archaeal parasite, N. equitans, encode (virtually) no regulators, whereas in bacteria with the largest known genomes, the regulators and signaling proteins comprise a substantial portion of the gene repertoire ( Figure 10 ). Numerous deviations from the trend notwithstanding, it has been consistently shown that the number of regulatory and signal transduction proteins that are encoded in a genome scales, roughly, as the square of the total number of genes, i.e. on average, the larger the genome, the greater is the fraction of genes dedicated to signal transduction (117, (130) (131) (132) ) (see further discussion subsequently).
Along with the general dependence on genome size, comparative genomic analysis reveals great variation among bacteria and archaea in the complexity of their signal transduction systems that seems to reflect the organism's life style. This variation in the fraction of the genes dedicated to signal transduction was quantitatively captured in the notion of the 'bacterial IQ', a quotient that is proportional to the square root of the number of signal transduction proteins (given the aforementioned scaling) and inversely proportional to the total number of genes (132) . The IQ reflects the ability of bacteria and archaea to respond to diverse environmental stimuli. Accordingly, the IQ values are the lowest in intracellular symbionts (parasites), are only slightly higher in organisms with compact genomes that inhabit stable environments, such as marine cyanobacteria, but are much greater in organisms from complex and changing environments, even those with relatively small genomes.
GENOMIC COMPLEXITY OF PROKARYOTES: MINIMAL GENE SETS AND THE 'BUREAUCRATIC CEILING' OF COMPLEXITY
All archaea and bacteria are cellular organisms that possess replicating chromosomes, the machinery for genome expression, membranes endowed with transport and energy-transforming systems, and at least a minimal metabolic circuitry. The necessity to produce and maintain all these complex systems, certainly, imposes a low bound on genomic complexity. An attempt to define a minimal gene set for a bacterial cell has been undertaken as soon as the first two bacterial genome sequences (H. influenzae and M. genitalium) became available (133) . By identifying the set of orthologs and supplementing it with some more or less educated guesses on apparent instances of nonorthologous gene displacement, the minimal gene set for a bacterium growing on a rich medium (i.e. with minimal biosynthetic requirements) was estimated at 250 genes. Limited revisions of this estimate have been offered (134) (135) (136) drawing from more complete comparative genomic analyses, and experimental studies on knockout mutants variously defined the number of essential genes in bacteria between 300 and 700, depending on the life style (in more complex bacteria, these can be underestimates of the minimal gene set because of functional redundancy among some genes) (137) (138) (139) (140) (141) . On the whole, it appears that the original estimate (133) was reasonable although, possibly, on the low side of a realistic minimal gene repertoire of a viable bacterium (or archaeon). In a completely unexpected development, the genome of the endosymbiont C. rudii was found to contain only 170 genes, which is fewer than any estimates of the minimal gene set (11, 142) . However, this unusual organism lacks certain genes that are present in all other known bacteria and archaea and encode proteins that appear to be indispensable, e.g. some of the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. At present, the best possible explanation is that this organism imports these essential proteins from the host cell, thereby violating the apparent constraint affecting other prokaryotic parasites and symbionts, even intracellular ones (133) . Thus, conceivably, Carsonella is a case of a bacterium-toorganelle transition in progress (142) . The minimal complexity for a heterotrophic organism growing on a rich medium is likely to remain at approximately 250 genes. The smallest genomes of currently known free-living organisms, e.g. P. ubique, are 1.3 Mb in size, with 1100 genes (17) . Considering that even these genomes contain up to 15% ORFans that are, generally, nonessential, it is reasonable to project the minimal gene set for a free-living organism to the convenient round number of approximately 1000 genes. Clearly, given the wide spread of nonorthologous gene displacement, a minimal prokaryotic gene set is not a unique combination of genes. Instead, there can be a large number of minimal organisms with diverse life styles but, roughly, the same number of genes (135) .
More fundamental questions, perhaps, are what determines the actual complexity of bacterial and archaeal genomes and what if anything gives the upper bound to this complexity. To address this problem, we turn to the analysis of scaling of different functional categories of genes with genome size that was already referred to in the above discussion of signal transduction systems. As first noticed (to our knowledge) by Stover et al. (143) in the course of the genome analysis of the bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa, investigated in detail by Van Nimwegen (130) and subsequently independently confirmed and explored by several groups (117, 131, 132) , genes in different functional categories show dramatic differences in their dependence on the total number of genes. All broadly defined functional categories scale as a power function of the total gene number but the exponents of the power laws widely differ and reveal a distinct pattern. The numbers of genes coding for protein components of the translation system and those for proteins involved in cell division show almost no dependence on genome size (exponent close to 0); the counts of genes encoding metabolic enzymes, transporters, as well as proteins involved in DNA replication and repair are, roughly, proportional to the genome size (exponent close to 1) and, transcriptional regulators and proteins involved in signal transduction (e.g. two-component systems) have exponents close to 2, that is, scale (almost) with the square of the total number of genes, meaning that the fraction of the regulatory proteins scales (almost) linearly with the number of genes. An analysis we performed with representative sets of bacterial and archaeal genomes from diverse lineages corroborates these observations (Figure 14a) . Notably, when the dependence was examined by plotting the number of orthologous clusters (COGs) in the respective categories (as opposed to individual genes), none of the categories showed an exponent greater than one (Figure 14b ). Thus, the excess of regulators and signal transduction proteins in larger genomes seems to stem, primarily, from lineage-specific proliferation of families of paralogous genes (35) . Van Nimwegen proposed that the ratios of the duplication rates to gene elimination rates that determine the exponents of the power laws for each class of genes are 'universal constants' of prokaryotic evolution (i.e. are, at least, approximately, the same in all bacterial and archaeal lineages and throughout the course of prokaryotic evolution), resulting in the observed distinct dependences for different functional classes of genes (130) . This conjecture remains to be thoroughly tested by investigation of an adequate sampling of diverse prokaryotic lineages as some evidence of substantial lineagespecific differences as well as time dynamics has been reported (144) .
The complexity of the translation and cell division systems seems to be almost the same in all bacteria and archaea regardless of the genome size. Presumably, these systems have undergone little evolution after the emergence of archaeal and bacterial cells, perhaps, with the exception of limited gene loss in the most degraded parasites and symbionts (145) . Some metabolic proteins, in particular, those involved in the metabolism and transport of nucleotides, show a similar pattern (131) , again, in agreement with their near universal conservation (135), but for most metabolic pathways, complexity grows along with the genome. Conceivably, this increasing metabolic complexity requires or, at least, strongly favors a disproportionate increase in the set of genes dedicated to regulation and signal transduction. Indeed, it appears that the architecture of the transcription regulatory network dramatically depends on the genome size. Small genomes encode a small number of transcription regulators each of which targets many binding sites on the chromosome, whereas large genomes encode many regulators with a small number of target sites each (146) . In agreement with these findings, we recently observed that the degree of 'operonization' of bacterial and archaeal genomes significantly decreases with the increase of the genome size, that is, larger genomes seem to have smaller operons regulated by diverse transcription factors (J. Strasburger and Y.I.W., unpublished data). This increasing burden of 'cellular bureaucracy' (the regulators) could be at least one of the major factors that determine the maximum attainable size of bacterial and archaeal genomes. Indefinite extrapolation of the curve in Figure 14a would eventually result in the fraction of regulators exceeding 1, which is obviously absurd; of course, the actual 'bureaucratic ceiling' would be reached long before that point. Several approaches to estimate the upper bound on the gene number have been proposed (147) . An intuitively attractive view is that the genome growth would become unsustainable around the point where more than one regulator is added per added gene. A calculation based on this criterion leads to a maximum of 20 000 genes in a prokaryotic genome, a reasonable value considering the currently observed genome size distribution (Figure 2) (148) . Similar considerations on the optimization of prokaryotic genome size were developed from the viewpoint of 'microeconomic principles', that is, maximization of the ratio between the metabolic complexity ('revenue') and the number of regulators ('logistic cost') (13).
HGT: THE FORMATIVE PROCESS IN THE EVOLUTION OF PROKARYOTES
The wide spread and major importance of HGT in the evolution of archaea and bacteria might be biggest conceptual novelty brought about by comparative genomics of bacteria and archaea (31, (149) (150) (151) (152) (153) . However, no other discovery has caused so much controversy and (sometimes, acrimonious) debate during which opposite views of HGT have been expounded, from assertions of its rampant occurrence and overarching role in evolution of bacteria and archaea (150, 154) to the denial of any substantial contribution of HGT (155, 156) . As such, the existence of HGT, i.e. transfer of genes between distinct organisms by means other than vertical transmission of replicated chromosomes during cell division, had been recognized long before the first genomes were sequenced (157) (158) (159) . Moreover, it had been realized that, at least, under selective pressure, such as in the case of the spread of antibiotic resistance in a population of pathogenic bacteria, HGT can be rapid and extensive (160, 161) . However, until extensive comparison of multiple, complete genome sequences became possible, HGT was viewed as a marginal phenomenon, perhaps, important under specific circumstances, such as evolution of resistance, but one that can be, more or less, disregarded in the study of evolution of organisms. One must remember that the very relevance of the question of the role of HGT in evolution stems from another revolution, the one brought about by Woese's demonstration that phylogenetic analysis of prokaryotic rRNA was feasible and, at least potentially, could be a reasonable depiction of evolution of bacteria and the newly discovered archaea (162) .
Historically and methodologically, the problem of HGT identification and the impact of HGT on evolution of bacteria and archaea are sharply divided into the (relatively) recent transfers that typically occur between closely related organisms, and the (in many cases) ancient events that supposedly took place between distant organisms. On the 'microscale', HGT is common and noncontroversial. Indeed, comparisons of genomes between closely related bacterial strains provide clear-cut evidence of massive HGT. Perhaps, the most striking demonstration of the high prevalence of HGT is the discovery of pathogenicity islands, i.e. gene clusters that carry pathogenicity determinants, such as genes encoding various toxins, components of type III secretion systems, and others, in parasitic bacteria, and similar 'symbiosis islands' in symbiotic bacteria (163, 164) . Pathogenicity islands are large genomic regions, up to 100 kb in length, and they are typically located near tRNA genes and contain multiple prophages, suggesting that the insertion of these islands is mediated by bacteriophages (165) . The now classic comparative genomic analysis of the enterohemorrhagic O157:H7 strain and the laboratory K12 strain of Eschersichia coli has shown that the pathogenic strain contained 1387 extra genes distributed between several strain-specific clusters (pathogenicity islands) of widely different sizes (166) . Thus, up to 30% of the genes in the pathogenic strain seem to have been acquired via a relatively recent HGT. A further, detailed analysis of individual lineages of E. coli O157:H7 has demonstrated continuous HGT, apparently, contributing to the differential virulence of these isolates (167) . Furthermore, it has been convincingly demonstrated that most of the recent (estimated to occur within the last 100 million years) additions to the metabolic network of E. coli were due to HGT, often of operons encoding two or more enzymes (or transporters) of the same pathway, with limited contribution from gene duplication (168) .
The pivotal contribution of HGT in the evolution of individual functional systems of prokaryotes has been revealed in many studies. Perhaps, the most spectacular results have been obtained with photosynthetic gene clusters of cyanobacteria and other photosynthetic bacteria. Phylogenetic analyses strongly suggest that these clusters are complex mosaics of genes assembled via multiple HGT events (169) . Furthermore, the majority of cyanophages carry one or more photosynthetic genes, presumably utilizing them to augment the host photosynthetic machinery during infection (170) . Thus, these bacteriophages are, de facto, specialized vehicles for the HGT of photosynthetic genes.
The discovery of gene transfer agents (GTAs) in several groups of bacteria and archaea seems to be of particular importance because these agents are defective derivatives of tailed bacteriophages appear to be specifically adapted to serve as generalized transducing agents that package and transfer random chromosome fragments between bacteria (171,172). Thus, startling as this might be, it seems appropriate to view the GTAs as specialized functional devices for HGT (at least, between closely related organisms).
Apart from direct experimental demonstration and compelling genome comparisons, recent HGT is detectable through analysis of nucleotide composition, oligonucleotide frequencies, codon usage and other 'linguistic' features of nucleotide sequences that reveal horizontally acquired genes as compositionally anomalous for a given genome (173) (174) (175) . However, horizontally transferred sequences are ameliorated at a relatively high rate as the acquired genes are 'domesticated' during evolution (163, 176) . The molecular vehicles of HGT between closely related organisms are well (even if, probably, not completely) understood and include conjugation, bacteriophagemediated transduction and transformation (159) .
In contrast to the well-established HGT among closely related organisms, the extent of HGT across long evolutionary distances and its impact on the evolution of archaea and bacteria remains a matter of intense debate. Comparative genomics has provided ample indications of likely HGT including that between very distant organisms, in particular, archaea and bacteria. The first clear-cut indications of massive archaeal-bacterial HGT were obtained when it was shown that hyperthermophilic bacteria, namely, Aquifex aeolicus (177) and T. maritima (178), contained many more homologs of characteristic archaeal proteins than mesophilic bacteria as well as proteins with homologs both in archaea and bacteria but with much higher sequence similarity to the latter than to the former. Comparisons with mesophilic bacteria have shown that the fraction of 'archaeal' proteins in bacterial hyperthermophiles was much greater (with a high statistical significance) than in mesophiles (177) . Subsequently, it has been shown the mesophilic archaea with relatively large genomes, Methanosarcina and halobacteria, possess many more 'bacterial' genes than thermophilic archaea with smaller genomes (179-181) . These, admittedly, crude estimates suggest that, at least, 20% of the genes in an organism could have been acquired via archaeal-bacterial HGT, provided shared habitats. In Figure 15a , we compare the taxonomic breakdown of 'best hits' (most similar sequences in the Refseq databases detected using BLAST) for genomes of a mesophilic and a thermophilic bacteria. There is a visible and statistically highly significant excess of archaeal hits in the hyperthermophile T. maritima. Notably, this bacterium also contains a sizable fraction of proteins that are most similar to homologs from distantly related hyperthemophilic bacteria of the phylum Aquificacea, in support of the connection between the extent of apparent HGT and shared habitats. A similar comparison between a mesophilic and a hyperthemophilic archaea is even more illustrative in that the fraction of 'bacterial' proteins in the mesophile Methanosarcina is about threefold greater than that in the hyperthermophile Sulfolobus (Figure 15b) .
The crucial problems with HGT between distant prokaryotes are the quality of evidence and persuasiveness of argument. The taxonomic breakdown of the results of genome-wide sequence comparisons is strongly suggestive of HGT inasmuch as widely different results are seen for different organisms (e.g. Figure 15 ). Nevertheless, this is not a proof of HGT, and indeed, alternative, even if not necessarily credible explanations have been duly proposed such as convergence of protein sequences in distant organisms that share similar habitats, e.g. archaeal and bacterial hyperthermophiles (182) . Furthermore, it has been shown that phylogenetic analysis often does not support the conclusions on evolutionary relationships drawn from sequence similarity analysis suggesting that some of the conclusions drawn from BLAST-based comparisons could be misleading (183) . Of course, it has to be kept in mind that phylogenetic analyses are themselves fraught with artifact (184), especially, when implemented on genome scale (185) . Explanations rooted in methodological artifact do not readily apply to those genes that are shared exclusively by a few lineages of distant organisms (e.g. hyperthermophilic bacteria and archaea) but in such cases, the counter-argument is always ready that these genes have been lost in all other lineages.
The relationship between lineage-specific gene loss and HGT is a pervasive and formidable problem that plagues all attempts to assess the global role of HGT in the evolution of prokaryotes. The patchy phyletic patterns of numerous COGs (e.g. Figures 6 and 8 ) certainly testify to the dynamic character of prokaryotic evolution but the emergence of these patterns can be explained by either HGT or gene loss, or any combination thereof. The most parsimonious evolutionary scenario can be delineated if the relative rates of HGT and gene loss are known but this ratio (that undoubtedly differs between prokaryotic groups; see below) is one of the big unknowns of prokaryotic genomics. Several global reconstructions of prokaryotic evolution have been reported, all of them based on one or another version of the parsimony principle and either exploring scenarios with varying gain/loss rate ratios or attempting to estimate the optimal value of this ratio (186) (187) (188) . The conclusions of these analyses are that HGT might be almost as common (188) or moderately (approximately twice) less common than gene loss during prokaryotic evolution ((186,187) and that, accordingly, at least one HGT event was likely to have occurred during the evolution of most COGs, even within the limited sets of organisms that were analyzed. Of course, these analyses are based on gross, over-simplifying assumptions, such as uniform rates of HGT and gene loss across the prokaryotic groups, the notion that highly complex ancestral forms are unlikely, and the very concept of an underlying species tree. Although the results did not strongly depend on the species tree topology (188), the basic notion of a tree with distinct clades representing evolution of the compared organisms is indispensable for any reconstruction. The nature of ancestral organisms is hard to assess directly (although see below for a perspective on this issue) but the other two of the above fundamental have been put to test in extensive phylogenetic studies.
The species (organismal) tree that is supposed to depict the phylogeny of the compared organisms in their entirety is not only a key concept of evolutionary biology that descends from the original evolutionary imagery of Darwin (189) and Haeckel (190) but also a practical necessity for detecting HGT. Indeed, the most common practice of HGT detection involves identification of reliable discrepancies between the topologies of a gene tree and a species tree. The results of such a comparison are meaningful only inasmuch as the topology of the species tree can be trusted-and, of course, if this very concept is valid in the light of HGT ( (154) and see below). However, the arguably most dramatic instances of HGT, those between archaea and bacteria, are more or less robust to the species tree topology inasmuch as the distinction between archaea and bacteria is not in dispute. Figure 16 shows two trees where several archaeal proteins are deeply rooted within the bacterial clade (A) or vice versa (B). Here, HGT between clades, probably, followed by subsequent HGT within the recipient clade appears to be the only sensible interpretation of the tree topology. Multiple archaeo-bacterial gene transfers have been supported by genome-wide phylogenetic analysis as well (191, 192) .
The validity of the species tree concept was tested by comparing phylogenetic trees for sets of several hundred single-copy COGs (i.e. those COGs that are represented by exactly one orthologous gene in each of the compared genomes) from well-characterized, widespread bacterial groups such as a-proteobacteria, g-proteobacteria or the Bacillus-Clostridium group of Gram-positive bacteria (193) (194) (195) (196) (197) . The results of these analyses are congruent in showing that evolution of a significant majority of these 'simple' COGs is compatible with a single tree topology that can be reasonably interpreted as the species tree. These findings suggest that the notion of a species tree is not without meaning, at least, when understood as a central trend of genome evolution (50) . However, these analyses, in a sense, amount to a self-fulfilling prophecy because they were performed on preselected sets of genes that, indeed, might be considerably less prone to HGT than others, and within 'shallow' groups of bacteria in which evolution could be more tree-like than at deeper levels (198, 199) . It should be noted that, by definition, in simple COGs, only the form of HGT denoted xenologous gene displacement (XGD) is possible, whereby a gene from a distant source displaces the resident ortholog (28, 179) . For an essential gene, XGD is likely to require two events, first acquisition of a foreign gene and then, the loss of the native and hence is likely to be less frequent than acquisition of a new gene. Even within well-defined groups of prokaryotes, simple, one-to-one sets of orthologs include <10% genes in an average genome, and the other genes, those with patchy phyletic distributions and multiple paralogs, tend to show much higher rates of HGT (197) .
Other large-scale phylogenetic analyses have aimed at reconstructing the 'net of life' using a variety of phylogenetic methods and, of course, relying on particular species tree topologies. A detailed discussion of such analyses is beyond the scope of this survey but the general conclusion was that, although a network graph that takes into account both vertical and horizontal connections between nodes (organisms) is, indeed, a more accurate representation of the evolution of prokaryotes than a tree, most of bacteria and archaea have experienced relatively little HGT, with only a few HGT 'hubs' (200) and distinct 'highways' of HGT that connect closely related or habitatsharing organisms (201) .
It is widely believed that 'informational' genes coding for proteins involved in translation, transcription and replication are much less prone to HGT than operational genes that encode metabolic enzymes, transport systems and other 'operational' proteins. The rationale behind this view is the complexity hypothesis according to which informational genes that, on average, are involved in a greater number of complex molecular machines whose parts are strongly coadapted and thus cannot be easily displaced with orthologs from distant organisms (xenologs) acquired via HGT (66) . However, the validity of the complexity hypothesis remains uncertain as many clear-cut cases of HGT have been discovered among informational genes. Perhaps, surprisingly, these include not only most if not all aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, enzymes that function in relative isolation (202, 203) , but also many ribosomal proteins, components of the paradigmatic molecular machine, the ribosome (204, 205) . On a number of occasions, HGT among translation system components involves not only XGD but also acquisition of pseudo-paralogs (205) . Strong evidence of HGT has been presented also for such traditional markers of vertical phylogeny as DNA-dependent RNA polymerase subunits (206) . It seems that the main difference in the modes of evolution of informational and operational genes has to do, above all, with the much lower incidence of nonorthologous gene displacement (as opposed to XGD) among informational genes (i.e. many informational functions are performed by orthologous genes in all or nearly all organisms), as reflected in the COG size distributions (Figure 11 ), rather than in a dramatic difference in HGT rates. Even among highly conserved informational genes including those that belong to the prokaryotic core ( Figure 6 ), HGT seems to be common although the evolutionary scenarios are constrained by the (near) essentiality of many of these genes (207) . Indeed, a large-scale analysis of phylogenetic trees for all categories of prokaryotic genes failed to reveal dramatic differences in the rates of HGT between informational and operational genes (201) . Finally, in our brief discussion of the different faces of HGT in the prokaryotic world, we must return to the selfish operon hypothesis which posits that 'the organization of bacterial genes into operons is beneficial to the constituent genes in that proximity allows horizontal cotransfer of all genes required for a selectable phenotype' (95) . There is no contradiction between the functional and selfish aspects of operon evolution: indeed, an operon is a 'prepackaged' functional unit, often coming together with its own regulator, and in that capacity, operons are more likely than single genes to be fixed after HGT. Whereas the initial fixation of an operon is affected by the benefits of coregulation of functionally linked genes, their maintenance and spread through the prokaryotic world is mediated by HGT (208) , an evolutionary modality that does confer on operons some (but, certainly, not all) of the properties of selfish, mobile elements. Moreover, the selfish character of operons can be seen as a way of overcoming the constraints imposed by the complexity hypothesis considering that the most common operons encode subunits of protein complexes (see above). Packaging all subunits of a complex in one operon provides for the transferability of the requisite complexity. An excellent case in point is the evolutionary history of membrane proton and sodium-translocating ATP synthases during which operons encoding multiple (up to 8) subunits of these elaborate molecular machines were repeatedly transferred between archaea and bacteria (209, 210) .
So what is the take home message on the prevalence and role of HGT in the prokaryotic world? In our view, it is no longer a matter of sensible dispute that HGT is a major force in the evolution of prokaryotes that affects all aspects of bacterial and archaeal biology. Attempts to dismiss HGT as a marginal phenomenon (155, 156) seem outdated and hopeless. At the quantitative level, however, the HGT issue is far from being settled. In particular, there is a degree of tension, if not exactly a paradox, between two classes of observations: (i) there are few if any COGs that have not experienced HGT over the course of their evolution, and most, probably, have experienced multiple HGT events, but (ii) many analyses seem to reveal phylogenetic coherence in large groups of prokaryotes. There are at least three plausible, not mutually exclusive solutions to this discrepancy: (i) phylogenetic coherence is seen at limited evolutionary depths and, most importantly, in relatively small, preselected sets of COGs that are sufficiently common and 'simple' (no or few paralogs) to allow phylogenetic resolution and, possibly, to some extent, refractory to HGT, (ii) for the majority of COGs, the signal of vertical inheritance is stronger than the signal of HGT even if, considering the entire history of a COG, numerous HGT events are detectable, (iii) the observed phylogenetic coherence is (mostly) an illusion caused by increasingly high rates of HGT among prokaryotes with similar life styles and habitats (154) . The latter idea is, probably, too sweeping to be the sole answer, but it well could be an important factor.
The subject of a truly salient debate at this time is not so much the importance and prevalence of HGT in prokaryotic evolution but, given that HGT is common and important, the legitimacy of 'tree thinking' in evolutionary biology of prokaryotes and the adequate formalisms and imagery for describing the process of prokaryotic evolution (211) . Indeed, considering the pervasive HGT in the prokaryotic world, the very distinction between the vertical and the horizontal flows of genetic information becomes dubious (212) (213) (214) (215) . Below we return to this issue in the section on the new picture of the prokaryotic world.
THE PROKARYOTIC MOBILOME
As noted in the preceding section, hardly any COG is refractory to HGT in principle but, certainly, some genes are much more equal than others in that respect. A substantial part of the prokaryotic genetic material consists of selfish elements for which horizontal mobility is the dominant mode of dissemination and that have been aptly termed the mobilome (216) . A full-fledged discussion of the mobilome requires a separate article(s) but in order to sketch an emerging coherent view of the prokaryotic world, we must briefly summarize here the salient features of this class of genetic elements. The mobilome consists of bacteriophages, plasmids, transposable elements and genes that are often associated with them and regularly become passengers such as restriction-modification (RM) and toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems. It seems natural that, inasmuch as viruses and plasmids are mobile by definition, so are the systems of defense. The mobilome is inextricably connected with the 'main' prokaryotic chromosomes. Viruses (bacteriophages) and many plasmids systematically integrate into chromosomes, either reversibly, in which case they often mobilize chromosomal genes or irreversibly whereby a mobile element becomes 'domesticated', giving rise to resident genes, initially, of the ORFan class (216, 217) . It is well known since the classic experiments of Jacob and Wollman (218) that conjugative plasmids can mediate the transfer of large segments of bacterial chromosomes. The discovery of the GTAs, that seem to be specialized HGT vectors, further emphasizes the existence of regular channels of communication between the mobilome and the chromosomes.
Transfer of antibiotic resistance and secondary metabolic capabilities on plasmids are textbook examples of bacterial mobilome dynamics but the role of plasmids extends far beyond such relatively narrow biological areas (219) . Actually, the boundary between chromosomes and plasmids is fuzzy (220) (221) (222) . Plasmids are replicons (typically, circular but in some cases, linear) that, similarly to prokaryotic chromosomes, carry an origin site and encode at least some of the proteins involved in the plasmid replication and partitioning (223) . The key proteins involved in plasmid and chromosome partitioning, in particular, ATPases of the FtsK-HerA family are homologous throughout the prokaryotic world, a fact that emphasizes common evolutionary origins and strategies of diverse prokaryotic replicons (224) .
The 'canonical' genomes of numerous bacteria and archaea include, in addition to the 'main' chromosome(s), one or more relatively stable, essential, large extrachromosomal elements, often described as megaplasmids (221) . Megaplasmids can be remarkably persistent during evolution. For instance, it has been shown that the single megaplasmid of Thermus thermophilus is homologous to one of the two megaplasmids of Deinococcus radiodurans and, by implication, derives from the common ancestor of these related but highly diverged bacteria (225) . However, over the course of evolution of this ancient bacterial group, the megaplasmids have accumulated (relative to their size) many more differences in their gene repertoires than chromosomes. Moreover, the megaplasmids carry numerous horizontally transferred genes including genes from thermophilic organisms that apparently were acquired by the Thermus lineage and appear to be important for the thermophylic life style (225) . Thus, although megaplasmids can persist in prokaryotic lineages over long evolutionary spans, they display greater genomic plasticity than chromosomes, and appear to be act as reservoirs of HGT.
All sequenced prokaryotic genomes contain traces of integration of multiple plasmids and phages (216) . It is particularly notable that most of the archaeal genomes possess multiple versions of the HerA-NurA operon that encodes key component of the plasmid partitioning machinery (224) . Thus, replicon fusion is likely to be a relatively common event in prokaryotes, and over the course of evolution, such fusion might have been a major factor in shaping the observed architecture of prokaryotic chromosomes.
Defense and stress response systems, in particular, RM and TA systems can be considered special parts of the mobilome. Comparative analysis of these systems shows evidence of rapid evolution and frequent HGT, and they are frequently found in plasmid and bacteriophage genomes (226) . Despite their enormous molecular diversity, RM and TA systems function on the same principle: they are comprised of a toxin, a protein that destroys the chromosomal DNA (restriction enzymes), blocks translation (RNA endonuclease toxins) or kills the cell by making holes in the membrane. Cell death is prevented by specific methylation of the DNA, in the case of RM systems or by neutralization of the toxin by the antitoxin in the case of TA systems, either through toxin proteinantitoxin protein interaction or through abrogation of the translation of the toxin mRNA by the antitoxin antisense RNA. These systems possess properties of selfish elements: when the respective genes are lost from a cell, the cell typically dies either because the toxin is more stable than the antitoxin, and its activity is unleashed once the antitoxin degrades but cannot be replenished (227, 228) or because of the differential effects of dilution on the restriction and modification enzymes (229) . Because of the same property of TA systems, there is strong selection for plasmids carrying TA genes that ensure plasmid 'addiction' by killing cells that have lost the plasmid. The currently known TA systems are likely to comprise the proverbial tips of the iceberg as bacterial and archaeal genomes carry a great variety of operons whose properties mimic those of TA operons (a pair of genes that encode small proteins and occur as a stable combination in diverse genomes and genomic neighborhoods) but that have not been experimentally characterized (K.S. Makarova, Y.I.W. and E.V.K., unpublished data).
Recently, a novel and highly unusual class of defense systems has been shown to exist in approximately half of bacteria and archaea whose genomes have been sequenced (230) . This system is centered around arrays of so-called CRISPR repeats (231) and has been accordingly denoted CAS (CRISPR-Associated System) (92) . The CAS systems includes 50 distinct gene families (91, 92) and comes across as the second largest, after the ribosomal superoperon, array of connected gene neighborhoods in prokaryotic genomes (89, 232) . The CAS system protects prokaryotic cells against phages and plasmids via a 'Lamarckian mechanism', whereby a fragment of a phage or plasmid gene is integrated into the CRISPR locus on the bacterial chromosome and is subsequently transcribed and utilized, via still poorly characterized mechanisms, to abrogate the selfish agent's replication (233) . The CAS system shows extreme plasticity, even among closely related isolates of bacteria and archaea, and strong evidence of extensive HGT (92, 230) .
The selected examples discussed here point to enormous, still incompletely understood diversity of the prokaryotic mobilomeand the major contribution that the mobilomes makes to the evolution of the prokaryotic genome space.
THE NEW, DYNAMIC VIEW OF THE PROKARYOTIC WORLD AND THE DEMISE OF THE TREE OF LIFE
The ubiquity of HGT and the prominence of the prokaryotic mobilome suggest a novel, extremely dynamic picture of the prokaryotic world ( Figure 17 ). Under this view, a Tree of Life (TOL) does not adequately represent evolution of prokaryotes (213, 214) , not even in the previously envisaged form of a 'cobweb' of life where the main vertical flow of genetic information is complemented by functionally important but quantitatively relatively minor horizontal flow (196, 201) . An image of a dynamic, weighted network graph where the nodes are genomes and edges denote gene flow between them, with the weight proportional to the intensity of the flow, is more adequate (Figure 17) . In this network, it still makes sense to differentiate between vertical and horizontal gene flows. Indeed, at the microscopic level, vertical gene flow (transmission of genes to daughter cells via cell division) is readily distinguishable from HGT that constitutes gene transfer between cell via conjugation, transduction or transformation (generally, any means other than cell division). It is in the macroscopic, historical perspective that the distinction between vertical and horizontal transmission becomes conceptually dubious and practically hard to draw. Nevertheless, the network includes areas of substantial coherence of the vertical flow where the tree image is appropriate to depict coherent phylogenies of large groups of genes. Conceivably, these parts of the network, at least on average, also are characterized by intensive horizontal gene flow, emphasizing the interplay between the two directions limited applicability of genomes (154) . However, on many occasions, 'highways' of horizontal gene flow (201) , i.e. high-weight edges in the network, also connect organisms that are not tightly linked by vertical connections but coexist in the same habitats like hyperthemophilic bacteria and archaea (Figure 17) .
Under the network vision of the prokaryotic world, archaeal and bacterial chromosomes are not envisaged as strictly defined genotypes gradually changing in time but rather as islands of temporary, relative dynamic stability that forms tightly connected (vertically and horizontally) areas of the network. The prokaryotic genome space is, obviously, not limited to chromosomes of cellular life forms but consists of a tremendous diversity of replicons including all components of the mobilome. The importance of these agents cannot be overestimated when one takes into account that metagenomic studies show that viruses are the most common entities in the biosphere, with about 10 virus particles per cell found in marine environments (47) . Fusion, fission and recombination between replicons comprise the dominant mode of the genetic dynamics in the prokaryotic world. However, the notion of dynamic stability that is manifest in persistence of distinct structure in the prokaryotic world network extends also to the relationship between the genetic complements of prokaryotic cellular life forms and the mobilome. All their enormous mobility notwithstanding, selfish elements posses a core of 'hallmark' genes that only transiently appear in bacterial and archaeal chromosomes (234) .
THE PRINCIPAL PROCESSES OF PROKARYOTIC EVOLUTION
Having formulated the notion of the dynamic prokaryotic world, we are now in a position to classify the major processes that affect evolution of prokaryotes. In doing so, one necessarily must take into account the population-genetic theory of evolution of genomic complexity that was recently expounded by Lynch (235, 236) . The essence of this theory is that genetic changes leading to an increase of complexity such as duplications can be fixed only when purifying selection in a population is relatively weak, i.e. substantial complexification is possible only during population bottlenecks. Under this view, genomic complexity is not adaptive but is brought about by neutral population-genetic processes under conditions when purifying selection is (relatively) ineffective. Thus, complexification starts off as a 'genomic syndrome' although complex features subsequently become subject to adaptive selection. In contrast, in 'highly successful', large populations, purifying selection is intense, and the prevailing mode of evolution is thought to be genome streamlining (237) .
The concepts of genome complexification and genome streamlining embody the 'genome-centric' view of evolution under which the selective pressure is a characteristic of an evolving lineage (a function of its characteristic effective population size and mutation/recombination rates) that affects the entire collectives of genes in the corresponding genomes (237) . A complementary, 'gene-centric' perspective that is central to the description of the evolution of the mobilome elements on prokaryotic evolution considers a gene as distinct evolutionary unit that is subject to selection on its own and can compete with other genes (238) .
The validity and relevance of the genome-centric perspective is supported by the observation that the distributions of sequence evolution rates across sets of orthologous genes from pairs of prokaryotic genomes have essentially the same shape within a wide range of evolutionary distances (239) . In an even more direct validation of the genome-centric perspective, we have recently shown that selective pressure measured as the median ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions is a stable characteristic of clusters of closely related prokaryotic genomes [(240); P.S. Novichkov, Y.I.W., I. Dubchak and E.V.K., unpublished data).
The relevance of the gene-centric perspective is, perhaps, most convincingly revealed by the 'addiction' mechanisms that lead to the retention of TA and RM modules in prokaryotic genomes through killing of the cells that lose these elements (226, 227) but is also manifest in the 'selfish' behavior of regular operons (97) . Recently, it has been shown by mathematical modeling and computer simulation that addictive elements can spread in a bacterial population regardless of their initial concentration (241) . In its extreme form, the gene-centric perspective describes evolving genomes as 'communities' of potentially selfish genes (241) or even as 'ecosystems' in which selfish genetic elements play the roles of species (242) .
With the genome-and gene-centric perspectives in mind, we now can list the major evolutionary processes that shape the evolution of prokaryotic genomes ( Figure 18 ). It seems that interaction between these six fundamental processes, along with the 'background' forces of purifying and positive (Darwinian) selection, is necessary and, at least, at coarse grain, sufficient, to account for prokaryotic genome evolution. The first four of these processes reflect the genome-centric view of evolution, whereas the remaining two relate to the gene-centric perspective. Although these processes can lead to similar and interleaved results, they are distinct, and their manifestations are discernible in comparative genomic data as discussed earlier.
Genome streamlining and neutral degradation are similar in their overall effect on genomes, namely, extensive loss of genes and a trend toward genome contraction but these are distinct processes as illustrated by comparison of the streamlined and degraded genomes (243) . Streamlined genomes are thought to be typical of organisms that are highly abundant (i.e. evolutionarily successful) in relatively constant environments and, accordingly, should be subject to strong purifying selection, e.g. P. ubiquis (17) and cyanobacteria of the genus Prochlorococcus (244). The streamlined genomes appear to be characterized not so much by their small size (being autotrophs, these organisms cannot shed genes beyond a certain limit) as by extreme compactness and (virtual) lack of pseudogenes and integrated selfish elements. All such elements are supposed to be rapidly wiped out by the intense purifying selection that is so powerful that even short intergenic regions are contracted. In particular, P. ubiquis seems to perfectly fit this description, having no detectable (133, 135, 136) ]; the smallest (C.r., C. rudii); and the largest (S.c., S. cellulosum) known bacterial genome size. The effects of the main forces of prokaryotic genome evolution are denoted by triangles that are positioned, roughly, over the ranges of genome size for which the corresponding effects are thought to be most pronounced.
pseudogenes or mobile elements, very few paralogs, and extremely shortest intergenic regions (17) . However, comparative genomics of Prochlorococcus strains revealed features that might not be compatible with streamlining, namely, genomic islands (resembling pathogenicity and symbiosis islands mentioned above) containing a variety of phage-related genes (245) .
Unexpectedly, the theoretically straightforward connection between the strength of selection and genome streamlining does not seem to be readily demonstrable when the selection pressure (median dN/dS) was analyzed in conjunction with other characteristics of genomes such as size, the number of protein-coding genes, and length of intergenic regions (P.S. Novichkov, Y.I.W., I. Dubchak and E.V.K., unpublished data). We found that strong selection pressure is associated with large genomes containing many genes and relatively long intergenic regions as exemplified by Figure 19 that shows the significant negative correlation between median dN/dS and the number of genes in prokaryotic genes. These definitely are not the features that are expected of streamlined genomes. Moreover, it was found that different strains of Prochlorococcus, an extremely abundant cyanobacterium with a minimal genome that is expected to evolve under a strong pressure of purifying selection, show widely different but, in all instances, moderate to high dN/dS values (P.S. Novichkov, Y.I.W., I. Dubchak and E.V.K., unpublished data). These findings emphasize the interplay between evolutionary processes that exert opposite effects on prokaryotic genomes, namely, streamlining and genome degradation that lead to genome contraction opposed to complexification and mobile element activity that favor genome expansion (Figure 18 ). At present, it appears that 'pure' streamlining is an exceptional rather than a dominant mode of prokaryotic evolution.
The genomes that apparently undergo neutral degradation, primarily, those of parasites and symbionts do not often reach a large effective population size, and hence gradually lose genes that they do not require via a ratchet-type mechanism (a gene once lost is unlikely to be regained, especially, considering the life styles of these organisms), possibly, buttressed by a deletion bias in the mutation process and exacerbated by the limited opportunities for HGT that are available to these organisms (246) . Although some of these genomes are extremely small, because in parasites and symbionts many genes become dispensable, they tend to contain considerable numbers of pseudogenes and, in some cases, also sustain propagation of selfish elements. Well-characterized cases in point are Rickettsia (247, 248) , Wolbachia (249), pathogenic Mycobacteria (250,251) and some lactobacilli (252) . For these organisms, the predictions of the population-genetic theory generally seem to hold in that they indeed typically have high dN/dS indicative of weak selection pressure [(253,254) and P.S. Novichkov, Y.I.W., I. Dubchak and E.V.K., unpublished data).
As noticed earlier, organization of genes in prokaryotic genomes is highly variable, even within individual operons (69, 86) . Although genome rearrangement is an intrinsically neutral process driven by recombinational events such as inversions and transpositions, it results in operon shuffling and so substantially contributes to the emergence of new operons and, accordingly, to innovation at the level of gene regulation (69, 109) .
According to the population-genetic theory, the extent of innovation attainable, be it by gene duplication, by HGT or by operon shuffling, also strongly depends on an organism's effective population size that is reflected in the strength of selection (235, 237, 255) . In a sense, innovation is the antipode of genome streamlining in that multiple duplications or genes acquired via HGT can be fixed only in small populations with a major role of drift unless the new genes confer a pronounced adaptive advantage on the organism (as is the case, e.g. with the spread of antibiotic resistance). Thus, extensive genome complexification is likely to occur only in fastidiously growing prokaryotes that inhabit complex, variable environments, where they persist as relatively small populations and/or pass through severe population bottlenecks. The results of direct analysis of selective pressure in various groups of bacteria and archaea ( Figure 19 ) do not seem to immediately support this concept.
Gene exchange between chromosomes and the mobilome is related to and intertwined with HGT, but is nevertheless best considered a distinct phenomenon. The mobilome is a specific part of the prokaryotic world that is relatively weakly associated with the part comprising more stable chromosomes, that is, even when elements of the mobilome integrate with chromosomes, the association typically is transient. Nevertheless, lysogenic viruses of archaea and bacteria routinely integrate and occasionally mediate transduction of chromosomal genes, and plasmids (routinely, in the case of conjugative plasmids and occasionally in the case of nonconjugative ones) also can integrate and transfer chromosomal genes. Moreover, integrated viral and plasmid genes occasionally become 'domesticated', giving rise to ORFans that could be viewed as a genomic wasteland linking chromosomes and the mobilome. Some of the ORFans subsequently are recruited for cellular functions and leave the mobilome (46, 197) . Owing to the vastness of the mobilome, these relatively weak (i.e. infrequent compared to the total number of replication cycles of selfish elements) interactions with chromosomes are crucial in shaping the chromosomal composition. Furthermore, the GTAs (171,172), the putative devices for HGT, shed new light on the relationship between the mobilome and the chromosomes, indicating that connections between these parts of the prokaryotic world could be specifically selected for rather than just emerge sporadically.
Fusion of distinct chromosomal, plasmid and viral replicons, although even rarer than transduction, seem to make important contribution to genome evolution (256) . Although here we cannot discuss the current concepts of the origins of bacterial and archaeal genomes in any detail, it is an attractive and, perhaps, not too far fetched possibility that the first prokaryotic chromosomes evolved by accretion of primordial, plasmidlike replicons (234) .
It seems likely that the balance between the opposing trends of genome contraction caused by streamlining and degradation, and expansion via various routes shape are directly reflected in the size distribution of bacterial genomes, with the dominant peak shaped, primarily, by contraction and the second peak by expansion (Figure 2) . However, as suggested in particular by the observation that the correlation between selection pressure and genome size in prokaryotes has the opposite sign to that predicted by the streamlining theory (Figure 19 ), the relationships between evolutionary processes can be complex and unexpected. Many more comparative analyses of genomes of prokaryotes with diverse genome characteristic and life styles are necessary to approach an adequate picture of the landscape of prokaryotic genome evolution.
GENOMIC SIGNATURES OF DISTINCT LIFE STYLES OF BACTERIA AND ARCHAEA
One of the greatest hopes associated with comparative genomics is the possibility, at least, in principle, to delineate 'genomic signatures' of distinct organismal life styles, i.e. sets of genes that are necessary and sufficient to support these lifestyles. In the current, rapidly growing collection of prokaryotic genomes, a lifestyle is often represented by multiple, diverse genomes, so the time seems ripe for studies of the genome-phenotype links to start in earnest. So far, only very modest success can be claimed. In cases where a lifestyle is linked to a welldefined biochemical pathway(s), e.g. in methanogens or photosynthetic organisms, identification of a genomic signature can be a relatively straightforward task (257, 258) . Even so, for example, the analysis of the genes for proteins involved in photosynthesis illustrates the complex intertwine of lifestyle-specific and lineage-specific features. The most complete set of 'photosynthetic' genes was detected in cyanobacteria, whereas the other groups of photosynthetic bacteria possessed various subsets of these genes (258) .
Genomic signatures of more complex phenotypes, such as thermophily or radioresistance, turned out to be much more elusive. The most effort, perhaps, has been dedicated to the quest for signs of thermophilic adaptation. Remarkably, there is a single gene that is found in all sequenced hyperthemrophilic genomes but not in any of the mesophiles, and this gene encodes a protein that is strictly required for DNA replication at extreme high temperatures, reverse gyrase (259) . Moreover, the genome of a moderate thermophile T. thermophilus (strainHB27) contains a reverse gyrase pseudogene, whereas the related strain HB8 contains an intact reverse gyrase gene, demonstrating an ongoing process of reverse gyrase elimination after the probable switch from hyperthermophilic to moderate thermophilic life style (225, 260) . However, search for other thermophile-specific genes yielded limited information, with no genes other than reverse gyrase showing a clean pattern of presence-absence correlated with (hyper)thermophily and only a few showing significant enrichment in thermophilic compared to mesophilic archaea and bacteria (261) . Genome-wide searches for thermophilic determinants have been directed also at detecting relevant patterns of differences at the level of nucleotide and protein sequences and structures. Although these studies have revealed several suggestive distinctions of thermophilic proteins, such as higher charge density (262, 263) and overrepresentation of disulphide bridges (264) , the ultimate significance of each of these features remains uncertain. The overall conclusion from these studies is that so far comparative genomics has failed to reveal 'secrets' of the thermophilic life style (intuitively, one would suspect that there must be major, genome-encoded differences between organisms whose optimal growth temperature exceeds 958C and those that optimally grow at 378C).
The story of the search for genomic correlates of extreme radioresistance and desiccation resistance might be even more illuminating. Some bacteria and archaea, of which the best characterized is the bacterium D. radiodurans, possess extreme radiation resistance that is thought to be a side effect of their adaptive desiccation resistance (265) . Extensive genome analysis of D. radiodurans did not immediately reveal any unique features of the genome or of DNA repair systems that could explain the exceptional ability of this organism to survive radiation damage although homologs of plant proteins implicated in desiccation resistance and, at the time, not found in any other bacteria, have been identified (266) . Deinococcus radiodurans is a model experimental system, so subsequently, transcriptomic and proteomics studies have been undertaken to characterize the response of this bacterium to high-dose irradiation (267) (268) (269) . These studies have generated some excitement because substantial upregulation of several uncharacterized genes whose products were implicated in potentially relevant processes such as double-strand break repair (267) . However, knockout of these genes failed to affect radiation resistance, whereas knockouts of a few genes that did not encode any recognizable domains and were not upregulated upon irradiation did render the organism radiationsensitive (270) . The recent comparative analysis of two related, radiation-resistant bacteria, D. radiodurans and D. geothermalis, failed to resolve and even further complicated the problem of genomic determinants of radioresistance (270) . No genes with clear relevance to radiation resistance were discovered that would be unique to these radioresistant bacteria. Moreover, orthologs of many of the genes that are strongly upregulated in D. radiodurans upon irradiation are missing in D. geothermalis. The careful comparison of operon structure and predicted regulatory sites in the two Deinococcus genomes led to the prediction of a putative radiation-resistance regulon. However, for most of the genes that comprise this putative regulon, the relevance for radiation and desiccation resistance is uncertain. The principal determinants of radioresistance remain elusive, and there is growing evidence that important roles could belong to genes that mediate resistance in unexpected, indirect ways, e.g. through regulation of the intracellular concentrations of divalent cations that affect the level of protein damage resulting from irradiation or desiccation (271, 272) .
The only possible conclusion on the current state of understanding of the genome-phenotype connections in prokaryotes is that these links are multifaceted, and that distinct sets of genes responsible for complex phenotypes are not readily identifiable despite the existence of clear signatures of certain phenotypes such as reverse gyrase in the case of hyperthermophily. The complexity of this relationship parallels the nonisomorphous mapping between the gene and functional spaces of prokaryotes discussed earlier.
ARCHAEA AND BACTERIA IN THE LIGHT OF COMPARATIVE GENOMICS: WHITHER PROKARYOTES?
The very validity of the term and concept of a prokaryote has been challenged as outdated and based on a negative definition, i.e. the absence of a eponymous organelle of the 'higher' organisms (eukaryotes), the nucleus (26, 273) . Instead of the purportedly inadequate notion of a prokaryote, it has been proposed to classify life forms solely on the basis of phylogenetic divisions that have been derived, primarily, from rRNA trees and supported by trees for a few other (nearly) universal informational genes. The argument on the negative definition of prokaryotes has been countered by defining positive characters such as transcription-translation coupling (274) . Regardless of the relative merits of these arguments, comparative genomics throws its own light on the prokaryotic problem. There is little universal conservation in terms of gene composition across archaea and bacteria, and next to none in terms of the organization of specific genes (see above). In trees built on the basis of comparisons of gene composition or conserved pairs of adjacent genes, the split between bacteria and archaea is unequivocal (50) . In a stark contrast, the overall genome organization of bacteria and archaea is remarkably uniform. Some exceptions notwithstanding, this general principle of genome organization can be easily captured in a succinct description: bacteria and archaea have compact genomes with short intergenic regions so that many genes form directons that tend to function as operons. The formation of directons many of which become operons can be considered a direct consequence of genome contraction. The persistence of operons is subsequently ensured by a combination of purifying selection and frequent HGT as captured in the selfish operon concept. Thus, the uniform principle of organization of the genomes of bacteria and archaea emerges as a direct consequence of the forces operating in the evolution of these life forms, and these forces themselves are linked to their population structure. Considering this unity, we have to conclude that the concept of prokaryotes as life forms that evolve under a distinct, common mode leading to a common type of genome organization is well justified. Whether or not 'prokaryotes' is a good term to describe this part of the biosphere remains a debatable issue (the problem of the origin of eukaryotes from which this issues hardly can be separated is beyond the scope of this article) but, probably, one of secondary importance.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE
By any account, the progress of knowledge of the prokaryotic world brought about by comparative genomics has been enormous. Many of the major trends and patterns discussed here, such as the distinction along with the similarities between archaea and bacteria, the operonic organization of bacterial genes, and the existence of HGT, have been noticed in the pregenomic era, but more as anecdotes than as general patterns. Comparative genomics allows one to actually determine how (un)common is a particular pattern, and the confidence of such inference increases with the growth of the genome collection. In the early days of genomics, a hope for a new suite of 'laws of genomics' has been expressed (275) . Certain striking, nearly universal quantitative regularities indeed have been revealed by comparison of prokaryotic genomes. The two best candidates for 'laws of genomics' seem to be the scaling of different functional classes of genes with the genome (147) and the universal distribution of the evolutionary rates in orthologous gene sets (239) . On the whole, however, 13 years into the comparative genomic enterprise, it seems more appropriate to speak of regularities, constraints, and perhaps, principles. Indeed, in terms of general organization, the great majority of the archaeal and bacterial genomes are notably similar, and are built according to the same, simple 'master plan' with wall-to-wall protein-coding and RNA-coding genes, preferentially organized in directons, typically, with a single origin of replication. Most of the arcaheal and bacterial genes are simple units, with uninterrupted coding sequence and short regulatory regions. There seems to be a nontrivial connection between gene functions and genome complexity: scaling of the number of genes of different functional classes appears to be (nearly) the same across the wide range of the available genomes, with the nearly constant, 'frozen' set of genes involved in translation and a steep increase in the number of regulators and signaling proteins with genome size. This increased 'burden of bureaucracy' is likely to be one of the important factors that set the upper limit for prokaryotic genome size and, accordingly, complexity. These regularities come as close to 'laws of genomics' as one can imagine although, as always in biology, there are multiple exceptions to any rule. More importantly, within these simple constraints, lie the enormous diversity and intricacy of the content and history of prokaryotic genomes.
Cases in point abound. The demonstration that the great majority of genes in each genome are not ORFans but rather have orthologs is, arguably, the very cornerstone of the genomic enterprise, which underlies all functional annotation of the sequenced genomes as well as evolutionary reconstructions. However, the flip side of the coin, namely, the patchy distribution of COGs in the gene space is no less fundamental. This distribution is the product of the major forces that shape prokaryotic evolution, namely, HGT, genes loss that often reflects genome streamlining, and nonorthologous gene displacement, which reflects the nonisomorphous mapping between the gene space and the functional space. The virtually unlimited flexibility of the architecture of prokaryotic genomes owing to extensive rearrangements, which create diverse variations on the themes of conserved operons, and the discovery of previously unsuspected signaling, regulatory and defense systems, only a few of which are briefly discussed in this article, add to the complexity of the prokaryotic genomescape that is revealed by comparative genomics.
Arguably, the most important conceptual novelty brought about by genomics is the demonstration that HGT is ubiquitous in the prokaryotic world, even as the extent of gene movement between distantly related organisms remains an issue of debate. Regardless of the further developments in these debates, the wide spread of HGT and the apparent absence of impenetrable barriers means that the prokaryotic world is a single connected gene pool, although this pool has a complex, compartmentalized structure, with its distinct parts being partially isolated from each other. Horizontal gene transfer affects different classes of genes to different extents, at least, in part, according to the complexity hypothesis, but no gene seems to be completely immune to HGT. The compartmentalization of the gene pool notwithstanding, the results of comparative genomics refute the TOL concept, at least, as applied to the prokaryotic world, as well as the notion of prokaryotic species. At best, the tree representation of genome evolution might be applicable to subsets of conserved genes from relatively close organisms. Delineation of 'higher taxa' of bacteria and archaea might not be a feasible project, given the erosion of the phylogenetic signal, the cumulative effect of HGT over time and the possibility that the early evolution of prokaryotes involved even more extensive HGT and could have been more akin to partially constrained sampling of the gene pool (214) . From a complementary, genome-centric perspective, the results of comparative genomics indicate that the genes in any genome are far from having the same history, and it could be hard even to identify a set of genes that have a coherent history over a substantial evolutionary span. To this, it must added the a substantial fraction of most prokaryotic genomes belongs to the mobilome, the vast set of genes that come and go at striking rates and, generally, might not have any adaptive value for the organisms, even if occasionally recruited by some organisms for specific biological functions.
Taken together, these findings amount to a new, dynamic picture of the prokaryotic world that is best represented as a complex network of genetic elements, which exchange genes at widely varying rates. In this network, the distinction between the relatively stable chromosomes and the mobilome is a difference in degree (of mobility) rather than in kind. The remarkably uniform general organization of prokaryotic genomes appears to be determined by the dynamic nature of the prokaryotic genome space along with the intensive purifying selection underpinned by the large effective population size of most prokaryotes that itself is a function of extensive gene exchange.
The paradox of today's state of the art is that, despite the tremendous progress-but also owing to these advances-the emerging complexity of the prokaryotic world is currently beyond our grasp. We have no adequate language, in terms of theory or tools, to describe the workings and histories of the genomic network. Developing such a language is the major challenge for the next stage in the evolution of prokaryotic genomics.
